The authors wish to make the following corrections to this paper:

**Author Contributions:** Anna Rzepecka-Stojko designed the review; coordinated the writing and wrote Section 2, Section 2.1, Section 2.1.2, Section 4, Section 4.1, Section 4.2 and collaborated in the creation of Figures 3--5 and Table 1 and 2; Jerzy Stojko conceived the review, supervised the writing of all sections and wrote Abstract and Section 1, Section 4.8, Section 4.9, Section 4.10; Anna Kurek-Górecka wrote Section 2.1.1 and Section 3; Michał Górecki created Table 2; Agata Kabała-Dzik wrote Section 4.5 and Section 4.6; Robert Kubina wrote Section 1 and section 4.7 and collaborated in the creation of Table 1 and 2; Aleksandra Moździerz wrote Section 4.3 and 4.4; Ewa Bszman: Supervised the writing of all sections and wrote Conclusion. All authors were involved in the editing process. All authors discussed and approved the final version.

Should be corrected as:

**Author Contributions**: Anna Rzepecka-Stojko designed the review; coordinated and participated in the writing of all sections and wrote Sections 2, 2.1, 2.1.2, 4, 4.1 and 4.2 and collaborated in the creation of Figures 3 and 4 and Tables 1 and 2; Jerzy Stojko conceived the review, supervised the writing of all sections and wrote the Abstract and Sections 1, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10; Anna Kurek-Górecka wrote Sections 2.1.1 and 3; Michał Górecki created Table 2; Agata Kabała-Dzik wrote Sections 4.5 and 4.6; Robert Kubina wrote Sections 1 and 4.7 and collaborated in the creation of Tables 1 and 2; Aleksandra Moździerz wrote Sections 4.3 and 4.4; Ewa Bszman supervised the writing of all sections and wrote the Conclusions. All authors were involved in the editing process. All authors discussed and approved the final version.

The authors would like to apologize for any inconvenience caused to the readers by these changes.

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
